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ARENS REGULARITY OF THE ALGEBRA A® B

A. ULGER

ABSTRACT. Let A and B be two Banach algebras. On the protective tensor

product A ® B of A and B there exists a natural algebra structure. In this

note we study Arens regularity of the Banach algebra A ® B.

1. Introduction. As is pointed out by R. Arens in [1], given any Banach

algebra A, on the second dual A" of A there exist two, rather than one, algebra

multiplications extending that of A. The details of the construction may be found

in many places, including the book [3] and the survey article [10]. When these two

multiplications coincide on A", the algebra A is said to be "Arens regular". One

natural and important problem in the Arens regularity theory is the construction

of new regular algebras from the old ones. It is easily recognized that subalgebras

and quotient algebras of regular algebras are regular. As is shown in [2], the direct

sum algebra, defined by

is Arens regular iff each component algebra A, is Arens regular. On the other hand,

the direct product algebra, defined by

| (Aj) = < x = (xí) : Xi G Ai for each i G I and ||x|| = sup ||x¿|| < oo >,

need not be Arens regular even if each component algebra A, is finite dimensional

[25].
Now let A and B be two Banach algebras. On the projective tensor product

A ® B of A and B there exists a natural multiplication for which it is a Banach

algebra (see below). The projective tensor product is an important construction

and, as far as we know, the Arens regularity of the algebra A <g> B has not been

studied. It is the purpose of this note to study the Arens regularity of the al-

gebra A <S> B. The first main result of the present note (Theorem 3.4) states a

necessary and sufficient condition for regularity of the algebra A <g> B involving

a new concept, that of biregular bilinear form. The subsequent results demon-

strate the utility of the condition in settling regularity of the algebra A <è B for

several products involving classical Banach algebras. The second main result (The-

orem 4.5) gives a useful sufficient condition for regularity of the algebra A <t> B.

This theorem permits us to settle regularity of the algebras V <è> A (1 < p < oo)
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and LP(G) <g> A (1 < p < oo). The main ingredient of the proofs here is the

compactness of the multiplications in the algebra V and LP(G). The same theo-

rem also settles the regularity of the algebra C(K) ® A, where K is a dispersed

compact set and A is a regular algebra whose dual does not contain co- Here

the proof uses the compactness of the bilinear forms m : C(K) x A —► C. The

third main result of the note (Theorem 4.20) settles regularity of the algebras

C(K) ® C(S), A(D) ® A(D), A(D) <g> C(S), H°°(D) <8> H°°(D), A(D) <g> H°°(D)
and H°°(D) ® C(S), where K, S are two arbitrary compact sets, A(D) is the disk

algebra and H°° (D) is the Hardy class on the unit disk D of the complex plane.

Here the main ingredients are the Grothendieck inequality [24, Theorem 5.5] and

some results due to J. Bourgain [4, 5].

In a preliminary section (§2) we have collected the notation and basic facts we

shall need. §§3 and 4 constitute the main body of the paper. In §3 we give a

necessary and sufficient condition for the algebra A <g> B to be Arens regular, and

point out some immediate consequences of it. §4 consists of the applications of

the necessary and sufficient conditions given in §3. In this section, the regularity

of a certain number of algebras, including the algebras lp <8> A, LP(G) <Ê> A and

C(K) <S> C(S), is settled. The note ends with some unsolved questions.

The author is grateful to Professor J. S. Pym for valuable conversations.

2. Notation and preliminaries. Throughout this note, the letters X, Y, Z will

stand for arbitrary (real or complex) Banach spaces and A, B for arbitrary (real or

complex) Banach algebras. X' and X" will be the first and second (topological)

dual of X. The natural duality between X and X' will be denoted by (x, x'). We

shall regard X as naturally embedded into X". By Xi we shall denote the closed

unit ball of X. The letter K will stand for an arbitary (Hausdorff) compact space,

and C(K) for the space of scalar-valued continuous functions on K. The space

C(K) is equipped with the supremum norm. The spaces Co, lp (1 < p < oo) are

the usual sequence spaces. When we consider C(K), co or lp as a Banach algebra,

the multiplication we shall mean, unless the contrary is explicitly stated, is the

pointwise multiplication. By a linear (bilinear) mapping we shall always mean a

continuous linear (bilinear) mapping. The space of (continuous) linear mappings

from X into Y will be denoted by L(X, Y) and that of bilinear forms on X x Y by

B(X x Y). Both spaces are equipped with their usual operator norms.

By X <8> Y and X (à y we shall denote, respectively, the projective and injective

tensor products of X and Y. That is, X ® Y is the completion of X <g> Y for the

norm

n| = inf¿lki||||í/<H.
7=1

where the infimum is taken over all the representations of U as a finite sum of the

form U = Yh=i xi®Vi, and X <§> Y is the completion of X <g> Y for the norm

= sup J2(xi,x'){yi,y')
i=i

I|z'll<l,||2/'||<1 1
The dual space of X ® Y is B(X x Y), and that of X <g) Y is (algebraically)
a subspace of B(X x Y), which we shall denote by I(X x Y). An element of

I(X x Y) is called an "integral bilinear form". For recent accounts of the tensor
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product of Banach spaces, the reader may consult the books [9 and 20], and, for

more information, the classics [15 and 28].

Although the injective tensor product of two Banach algebras A and B is not

always a Banach algebra (see [14] for a counterexample) their projective tensor

product is always a Banach algebra. The natural multiplication of A ® B is the

linear extension of the following multiplication on decomposable tensors:

(a ® 6) • (ô ® b) = aä ® bb.

For more information about the tensor product of Banach algebras, the reader may

consult Chapter VI of the book [3] and the papers [13, 29].

Finally, some words about Arens regularity. Let m:X x Y —> C be a (con-

tinuous) bilinear form. Then there exists a linear operator U: X —► Y' (resp.

V : Y -» X') such that

m(x, y) = (U(x), y)    (resp. m(x,y) = (x, V(y))).

The operator V is nothing but the restriction of the adjoint U* ofUtoY. Conse-

quently, U is (weakly) compact iff V is (weakly) compact [11, VI. 4.8 and VI. 5.2].

The bilinear form m will be called "(weakly) compact" if U is (weakly) compact.

It is easy to see that with the notation of R. Arens [1], we have [30]

m***(x",y") = (U**(x"),y")     and     m^^x'^y") = (x",V**(y")).

Moreover, m is Arens regular iff m is weakly compact. The weak compactness of

m is equivalent to the following "double limit criterion" [16]: For any two bounded

sequences (x¿) in X and (yj) in Y,

limlimm(a;t,y,) = limlimm(x¿,2/:,),
i      j j      i

provided that these limits exist. In the Banach algebra case, for each / in A' we

define the bilinear form m/ on A x A by mf(x',y) — f(xy). The functional / is

said to be "wap (weakly almost periodic) on A" if the bilinear form m¡ is weakly

compact. The collection of the wap functionals on A is denoted by wap(A). The set

wap(A) is a closed linear subspace of A', and the equality wap(A) = A' is equivalent

to the Arens regularity of A [26].

3. Biregular bilinear forms. As far as we know, the only general criterion

to decide whether a given Banach algebra is Arens regular or not is the above-

mentioned double limit criterion. However, when we want to apply this criterion to

the algebra A ® B we are confronted with very complicated expressions, given that

each element u of A ® B is of the form u — Y^Li ai®^>i with X^i lla¿ll ' HM < °°.
Our aim in this section is to show that, instead of general elements u as above, one

can work with decomposable tensors of the form a <g> b. To this end, the following

definition will be convenient.

DEFINITION 3.1. A bilinear form m: A x B -* C is said to be "biregular" if,

for any two pairs of sequences (a¿), (äj) in Ai and (6¿), (bj) in B\, we have

lim lim m(aiäj,bibj) = \im\imm(aiäj,bibj),
i      j 3       i

provided that these limits exist.
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An immediate consequence of the definition is that if both algebras A and B are

unital (i.e. they are with unit elements), then any biregular bilinear form is Arens

regular. However, as the next example shows, if one of the algebras is not unital, a

biregular bilinear form need not be Arens regular.

EXAMPLE 3.2. A biregular nonregular bilinear form. Let A = l°°, B = I1 and

m(x,y) = Y^ixiyi- The bilinear form m is not Arens regular since the linear

operator U : A -* B' that corresponds to m is the identity operator of l°° and l°°

is not reflexive. However, m is biregular. Indeed, let (at), (à,) in Ai and (6,), (/>_,)

in B\ be four sequences for which the limits

(*) lim lim m (a, a,, 6j 6,)     and     limlimm(aia,, 6¿í>,)
i      3 3      «

exist. Now, introduce the bilinear form m: I1 x I1 —► C defined by

oo

™{x,y) = YlXiyi-
t=i

Then rh(x, y) = f(x ■ y), where / = (1,1,1,..., 1,... ). As the algebra I1 is Arens
regular and / is in /°°, the bilinear form m is Arens regular. Moreover we have

m(aiäj,bibj) = rh(aibi,àjbj).

Now put Xi = a, • 6, and y¡ — 5, • bj. Then, since I1 is an ideal in /°°, the sequences

(xí) and (yj) are in I1 and they are bounded there. So, m being Arens regular, we

have

lim lim m (üí />,, ä3 6,) — lim lim m (a, ¿>¿, à, 6, ).
«    i »    j

Hence the limits in (*) are equal, and m is biregular.

Another biregular nonregular bilinear form is the bilinear form m — I1 x cq —* C,

defined by
oo

m(x,y) =^xtyi.

i=i

We shall see other examples below.

Now let Ai ig> Bi be the set of elements of the form a ® b with a in Ai and 6 in

B\. The closed unit ball (A ® B)i of A <8> ß is contained, by the very definition

of the projective topology (see [15, p. 28 or 20 p. 176]), in the closed absolutely

convex hull âcô(Ai <g>Bi) of Ai ® B\. The next lemma, which is a particular case of

[16, Corollary 2, p. 185], will permit us to work with Ai <g>Bi instead of (A ® B)i,

which is a much more complicated set.

LEMMA 3.3. Let X be a Banach space, H a bounded subset of X' and D a

bounded subset of X\ such that Xi Ç äcö(D). Then the set H is relatively weakly

compact iff, for any sequences (fi) in H and (xj) in D, we have

lim lim /,(xj) = lim lim /¿(xj),
i     3 3      i

provided that these limits exist.

Now we can characterize the Arens regularity of A ® B in terms of biregular

bilinear forms.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let A and B be two arbitrary Banach algebras. Then the alge-

bra A ® B is Arens regular iff every bilinear form m: Ax B —► C is biregular.

PROOF. (Io) Assume that the algebra A ® B is Arens regular. Let m : A x B —►

C be a bilinear form and ^>:Axß-+A®ß the canonical bilinear mapping,

i.e. <p(a, b) = a ® 6. Then there exists a unique linear functional f on A ® B such

that / o <p = m. The algebra A ® ß being Arens regular, the functional / is wap

on A ® B. Since we have

f(a8>b-ä<8)b) = f(aä®bb) = m(aä,bb), '.

the wap of / implies that m is biregular.

(2°) Conversely, assume that each bilinear form m: A x B —► C is biregular. We

have to show that any linear functional / on A ® B is wap. Let / be any linear

functional on A ® ß and m = f o<p, where 0 is the canonical bilinear mapping as

above. For « in A ® 5, define the linear functional

„/: A® ß->C

by u/(û) = /(u ■ û). Next, introduce the sets

J5(/) = {„/:ue(A'êB)i},        H(f) = {a®bf:aGAi and/>€ßi}

and the mapping

<£/ : A ® 5 ~* (A ® ß)',     defined by $,(«) = „/.

The weak almost periodicity of / on A ® ß is equivalent to the relative weak

compactness of the set E(f). Now we have

E(f) Ç (j>f{(A ® B)i) ç 0/(550 (Ai ® Bi)) C äcü </>/(Ax ® ßx) Ç äcü H(f).

Consequently, it is enough to show that the set ä~c~5H(f) is weakly compact. But,

by the Krein-Smulyan theorem [11, p. 434], the set acöH(f) is weakly compact iff

the set H(f) is relatively weakly compact. Now', by the preceding lemma, the set

H(f) is relatively weakly compact iff, for any two sequences (aj ® ¿>,) and (ay ®bj)

in Ai ® B\, we have

limlim(aigi6i/,ôJ ® bj) = limlim(aj®6j/,ôj ® bj),
i      j 3       «

provided that these limits exist. Hence, since

(ai®bif,àj ® bj) = m(aiäj, bibj)

and the bilinear form m is biregular, we conclude that the set H(f) is relatively

weakly compact. Consequently, / is wap on A ® B, and the algebra A ® B is

Arens regular.

We remark that, in the preceding theorem, no regularity hypothesis is made

about the algebras A and B. However, as the next corollaries will make clear, the

biregularity notion involves the Arens regularity of the algebras A and B, as well

as that of the bilinear form itself.

We recall that an algebra A is said to be "trivial" if a ■ ä — 0 for each a and 5

in A. The algebra A ® B is trivial iff at least one of the algebras A or B is trivial.

The next corollary shows that, except in the trivial case, the algebra A ® B cannot

be Arens regular unless A and B are.
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COROLLARY 3.5. Assume that the algebras A and B are not trivial. If the

algebra A ® B is Arens regular then so are A and B.

PROOF. Let us see, for example, that the algebra A is Arens regular. Let / be

a functional on A and (ot), (äj) two sequences in Ai for which the limits

lim lim /(aiäj )     and     lim lim /(a¿ä, )
i      j j      i

exist. The algebra ß being nontrivial, there exist b, b in B with b b ^ 0. Now,

choose a linear functional g on ß for which we have g(b • b) = 1. Next, consider the

bilinear form m = /®o on Ax ß, i.e. m(a, b) = f(a)g(b). Then, as we have

m(aiäj,bibj) = /(a¿ • äj)

the biregularity of m implies that the above-iterated limits are equal. Consequently,

/ is wap on A, and A is Arens regular.

As remarked after Definition 3.1, if the algebras A and B both are unital then

any biregular bilinear form on A x B is Arens regular; next we record this fact. We

do not know if the converse of this corollary is true.

COROLLARY 3.6. If the algebras A and B are unital and the algebra A ® B is

Arens regular, then any bilinear form m: A x B —► C is weakly compact.

REMARK 3.7 If an algebra A is not unital, we can consider its unitization

A ® Cl. The multiplication and the norm of A © Cl are given, respectively, by

(a + X)(ä + p) = aä + pä + Xa + Xu     and     ||a-|-A|| = ||a|| + |A|.

It is easy to see that the algebra A © Cl is Arens regular iff A is. Now, although

the spaces (A © Cl) ® ß and A ® B © B are isometrically isomorphic as Banach

spaces, they are not isometrically isomorphic as Banach algebras. Consequently,

the Arens regularity of the algebras A <S> B and (A © Cl) è B are not equivalent.

Actually, as we shall see below, the algebra I1 ® l°° is Arens regular but the algebra

(I1 © Cl) ® l°° is irregular since, for example, the bilinear form

m: (^©Cl) x/°° ^C

defined by m(x + X, y) = Y^i Xiyi is not weakly compact.

Now, let A (resp. ß) be a subalgebra of A (resp. ß). In general A ® B is

not a subalgebra of A ® ß and, when it is, the natural embedding need not be

an isometry (see [19 and 4]). However, as we shall see below, there exist cases

where each bilinear form m: A x B —► C has a (continuous) bilinear extension

m: A X ß —► C. The biregularity of m then implies that of m, and we have the

following result.

PROPOSITION 3.8. Let A (resp. B) be a subalgebra of A (resp. B). Assume

that A ® B is Arens regular and each bilinear form m : A x B —► C has a continuous

bilinear extension m: A x B —► C.  Then the algebra A ® B is also Arens regular.

4. Applications. In this section we shall apply Theorem 3.4 to settle Arens

regularity of the algebra A ® B for several pairs of algebras A and B. For the sake

of clarity we shall divide this section into several subsections.
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4.a. Some classes of biregular forms. Given that the Arens regularity of the

algebra A ® ß is characterized in terms of biregular bilinear forms, it is important

to have as many biregular bilinear forms as one can. In view of Example 3.2 and

Corollary 3.6 a characterization of the biregularity involving only the bilinear form

itself does not seem to be possible. In this subsection we shall isolate some classes

of biregular bilinear forms.

As a simple application of the double limit criterion we have the following propo-

sitions.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume that A Ç B and A is an ideal of B. Let m: Ax

B —► C be a bilinear form such that there exists an Arens regular bilinear form

rh: A X A —► C satisfying the equality m(aä,bb) = fh(ab,äb). Then m is biregular.

EXAMPLE 4.2 Let A = lp (1 < 0 < oo), B = c0 and m(x,y) = YaLi^Ví-
Now, let m : lp x lp —► C be given by rh(x,y) = X)¿=i xiVi- Then all the hypotheses

of the preceding proposition are satisfied so that m is biregular.

PROPOSITION 4.3. Assume A is commutative. For f in A' letmf. A x A —► C

be the bilinear form defined by m ¡(a, b) = f(ab). Then, iff is wap on A, the bilinear

form mf is biregular.

Although the injective tensor product A ® B of two Banach algebras is not in

general an algebra, there exist cases where not only A ® B is a Banach algebra

but its regularity also is known. For example, if ß is a G*-algebra, C(K) ® ß =

C(K, B) is a G*-algebra and so is Arens regular. For such algebras we have the

following result.

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let A and B be two Arens regular algebras such that A ® B

is an algebra and is Arens regular. Then any integral bilinear form m : A x B —* C

is biregular.

PROOF. Let m: A x B —7 C be an integral form. Then, interpreted as a func-

tional on A ® B, m is wap on A ® B. So, applying the double limit criterion to

m and to the elements of the form a<8>b of A ® B, we conclude that m is biregular.

The next theorem is the first main result of this section. The hypotheses of this

theorem involve in a combined way the multiplication of A, that of B, and the

bilinear form itself. We shall need the following notations. For any a" in A", we

define the left and right multiplications by a" on A" by

0»r : x" G A" -» a"x" G A"     and     r.« : x" G A" -* x"a" G A".

The adjoint of a»r is given by

a"T': fGA'" ^ a" ft A'"

where a"'**") = f(a"x").   Similarly, r*a,,(f) = /„», where fa»{x") = f(x"a").

Remember also that we consider A as naturally embedded into A".

THEOREM 4.5. Assume that the algebras A and B are Arens regular. Let

V': A —► B' be a linear operator. Assume also that, for each a" in A" and each b"

in B" the linear operators

i,//r* o U** o anT     and      Tb*„ o {/** o ran
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are compact. Then the bilinear form m : A x B —► C defined by m(a, b) = (U(a),b)

is biregular.

PROOF. Let (a,), {äj) in Ai and (bi), (bj) in ßi be four sequences for which

the following iterated limits exist:

limlimm{aiäj,bibj)     and     limlimm(aiäj,bibj).
i     j 3      i

By the Alaoglu theorem [11, p. 424], from these sequences we can extract a(A", A')

(resp. o~(B",B')) convergent subnets (aa), (äß) and (ba), (bß) such that

faa->a", ,      fäß-*ä",
[ba^b",      "*      [bß^b.

The regularity of A and ß implies that, in the weak* topologies of A" and B", we

have the equalities

limlima(và/3 = limlima<và,3 = a"ä"
aß * ß     a p

and

lim lim ba bß = limlim6Q6,3 = b"b".
aß M ß     a M

Now,

m(aaäß,babß) = (U(aaäß),babß) = (U o aaT(ä0), bar(bß))

= ibaT* °U" O   aaT(äß),bß).

Since the net (äß) converges weak* to ä" and U" maps A" into B'", the net

(baT* o {/** o aaT(ä)ß))ß converges weak* in B'" to bar* o [/** o „ar(ä"). This

shows that the latter element is the unique norm cluster point of the net

(bar* o U** o aar(äß))ß. By hypothesis, this net is contained in a compact

subset of the space B'". So, it converges in norm to its unique cluster point

baT* o {/** o aaT(ä"). From this we conclude that

limm(aaäß,bab0) = (baT* o [/** o aaT(ä"),b").

But, as we have

(bar* o f/** o aaT(ä"),b") = (t-;„ o £/** o Tà„(aa),ba),

for the same reason as above, taking into account the Arens regularity of A, we get

üm(rs*„ o [/** o räll(aa),ba) = (rs*„ o U" o T-a„(a"),b")

so that

Yim\imm(aaäß,babß) = (U**(a"ä"),b"b").
a     ß

Similarly

limlimmiOaâfl.fcaS/î) = (U**(a"ä"),b"b").
ß     <x

Hence

lim lim m (üj à,, 6,6,) = lim lim m (a, â,, 6¿6,),
i      3 3       i

and m is biregular.
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The mappings j,»t o U** o a„r and r6*„ o {/** o ra» may be compact for a variety

of reasons. For example, they may be compact because a»r and ra" are compact or

U** is compact or again U** is completely continuous and the mappings a'^Aa"

are weakly compact. In the next subsections we shall see several applications of

this theorem.

4.b. Arens regularity oflp ® A and LP(G) ® A. Let G be a compact topological

group and p its Haar measure. The space LP(G) = L^G), with the convolution

as the multiplication, is a Banach algebra. As an application of Theorem 4.5, we

shall see that the algebras lp ® A and LP(G) ® A (1 < p < oo) are Arens regular

iff A is.
We shall omit the proof of the following lemma; a proof of it can easily be

obtained from the characterization of the compact subsets of lp spaces given in

[11, V.13.3].

LEMMA 4.6. Let 1 < p < oo, and let a be a fixed element in lp. Then the linear

operator ar: lp —► lp is compact.

The following corollary is now an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.4 and

4.5 and Corollary 3.5.

COROLLARY 4.7. Let 1 < p < oo. Then the algebra lp ® A is Arens regular iff

the algebra A is Arens regular.

The next lemma is also well known and the proof of it can easily be deduced

from any version of the proof of the Peter-Weyl Theorem.

LEMMA 4.8. Let 1 < p < oo, and let a be a fixed element in LP(G). Then the

linear operators aT and ra are compact as mappings from LP(G) into itself.

Now, by Theorems 3.4 and 4.5 and Corollary 3.5 again we have the next corollary.

COROLLARY 4.9. Let 1 < p < oo. Then the algebra LP(G) ® A is Arens

regular iff the algebra A is Arens regular.

4.C Arens regularity of I1 ® A,L°°(G) ® A andC(G) ® A. In this subsection,

too, G is a compact topological group and on C(G) and L°°(G) the multiplication

is convolution. Let B stand for one of the algebras Z1, L°°(G) of C(G). In the

preceding subsections we have seen that, for 6 in B, the mappings ¡,r and tj, are

compact as mappings from ß into itself. Here we shall first show that, for 6" in

B", the mappings ¿,»r and tv are compact as mappings from B" into itself. We

recall that, for any Banach space X, we have the canonical decomposition

x'" = x'©x-L,

where X-1 is the annihilator of X in X'". We shall need the following result which

is of independent interest.

LEMMA 4.10. Let m: X' x X' —* X be an Arens regular, separately (weak*) x

(weak*) to (weak) continuous bilinear form. Let m*** : X'" x X'" —► X" be the

Arens extension of m. Then, for x'" = x' + x and y'" = y' + y in X'", we have

m***{x'",y'") = m(x',y').

Proof. As

m***(x'",y'") = m(x',y')+m"*(x',y) + m***(x,y') + rn***(x,y)
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it is enough to show that the last three terms are null. First remark that the

hypothesis that m is (weak* ) x (weak* ) to (weak) separately continuous is equivalent

to saying that, for each z' in X', the mappings z' o m(-,y') and z' o m(x',-) are

evaluation functions at points of X. Now, let z' be in X'. Then

rn***(x',y)(z') = m**(y,z')(x') = (y,rn*(z',x')).

But, as m*(z', x') = z' o m(x', ■) and z' o m(x', ■) are evaluation functions at points

of X, we have

(y,m*(z',x')) = (y,z' o m(x',-))=0.

Thus m***(x',y)(z') = 0 for all z' in X'. This means that m***(x',y) = 0. Simi-

larly, we can see that m***(x,y') = m***(x,y) = 0.

LEMMA 4.11. Let B stand for one of the algebras I1, L°°(G) orC(G). Then,

for b" in B, the mappings ¿,»r and Tb« are compact from B" into itself.

PROOF. First let ß be I1 or L°°(G). Then ß = X', where X = c0 or L1(G),

accordingly. Then, for 61,62 in B, their product 6162 is in X and the bilinear

mapping m: B x B —* X defined by ra(6i,62) = 6162 is separately continuous from

the topology (weak*)x(weak*) to (weak). So, by the preceding lemma, for 6" in

B", if 6" = 6 + 6 is the decomposition of 6" in B" = B © X', the mapping

b"T : x   G ti   —»ox   G ts

is given by

b"T(x") — (6 + b)(x + x) = bx = &r(x),

where (,r: B —► B is the left multiplication. Now, Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8 imply that

b»T is a compact operator from B" into itself. The same conclusion holds for 7y<

too. Now, let ß be C(G). In this case, we have the decomposition

B" = L°°(G)@N,

where TV is the ideal of two-sided annihilators of C(G)" [21, 7.2(a)]. Hence, if

b" = b + bo and x" — x + xq are the decompositions of two elements of B", we have

b»T{x") = b"x" = bx = br(x),

where bx is the product of 6 and x in L°°(G), i.e. bx = b*x. So, ¡,»r is compact by

Lemma 4.8. Similarly r¡," is also compact.

From the preceding lemmas, Theorems 3.4 and 4.5 and Corollary 3.5 we deduce

the following result.

COROLLARY 4.12. Let B be one of the algebras /1,L°°(G) or C(G). Then the
algebra A ® B is Arens regular iff the algebra A is Arens regular.

4.13. REMARK. As I1 ® A = (0n A„)i, where An = A for each n in N, from

[2] we could deduce immediately that I1 ® A is Arens regular iff A is. We prefer

our proof, which is completely different from that of [2], since it turns out to be a

particular case of a more general result.

4.d. Arens regularity of A ® B for some very particular algebras. In all the

examples given so far, the Arens regularity of A ® ß is due to the compactness
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of the multiplication in one of the algebras A or B. Now, for the Arens regular

algebras A and ß, as an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.5, we have the inclusions

K(A,B') C wap(A ® ß) C L(A,B'),

where K(A,B') is the space of compact linear operators from A into B'. So, if it

happens that K(A,B') = L(A, B'), i.e. any linear operator u: A —► B' is compact,

then the algebra A ® B is Arens regular. In this section we shall consider some

pairs of algebras A and ß for which the equality K(A, B') — L(A,B') holds. We

shall need the following notions.

(a) A Banach space X is said to have the "Schur Property" if any weakly con-

vergent sequence in X is norm convergent.

(b) A Banach space X is said to have the DP (Dunford-Pettis) property if, for

any sequences (xn) in X and (x'n) in X', in->0 weakly and x'n —> 0 weakly imply

that (xn,x'n) —» 0.

(c) A Banach space X is said to have the "Dieudonné Property" if, for any Ba-

nach space Y, any linear operator u: X —► Y which sends weakly Cauchy sequences

into weakly convergent ones is weakly compact.

For the Dunford-Pettis property, the reader may consult [17 and 8], and for the

Dieudonné Property [17 or 12, p. 644].

The following result is an easy consequence of Rosenthal's ^-theorem [27] (see

[8, p. 23] for a proof).

LEMMA 4.14. If a Banach space X has the DP property and does not contain

an isomorphic copy of I1 then the dual X' of X has the Schur property.

The simplest space satisfying the hypotheses of this lemma is cq. Next comes the

space C(K), where K is a dispersed compact space, i.e. K contains no nonempty

perfect subset. Indeed, the fact that C(K) has the DP property is well known [17];

the fact that C(K) does not contain an isomorphic copy of/1 is proven in [23]. Now,

let (Xn) be a sequence of Banach spaces such that, for each n, X'n has both the

DP property and the RNP (Randon-Nikodym property) [6]—for example, if each

Xn is finite dimensional or each Xn is a C(K) space for some dispersed compact

K, the dual of Xn has both properties. Then the space

X = (^^Xn J   = {x = (xn) : xn G Xn for each n G N and ||xra|| —► 0 as n —> oo},

equipped with the norm ||z|| = supn ||x„||, has the DP property and does not

contain a copy of I1. Indeed, as X' = (® X^)i has the DP property (see e.g.[7]),

X also has the DP property [17]. Moreover, as X' has the RNP [6, p. 169], X

cannot contain an isomorphic copy of I1. We summarize these results.

LEMMA 4.15. Let K be a dispersed compact set and (Xn) a sequence of Banach

spaces such that each X'n has both the DP and RN properties. Then the spaces C(K)

and X — (0X„)o have the DP property and do not contain an isomorphic copy of

I1.

Finally, we mention the following obvious result.

LEMMA 4.16. Let X,Y be two Banach spaces. Assume that Y' has the Schur

property.  Then any weakly compact linear oeprator u: X —* Y' is compact.

Now, we can assert the Arens regularity of the algebra A ® B for certain pairs

of algebras A and B.
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COROLLARY 4.17. Let K be a dispersed compact space and B = C(K). Then

A ® B is Arens regular in the following cases.

(a) A is Arens regular and the dual of A does not contain an (isomorphic) copy

of c0.

(b) A is Arens regular and has the Dieudonné property.

PROOF. Indeed, any bilinear form m : AxB —» C is weakly compact (so compact

by the preceding lemma), in the first case by [22, Theorem 5], and in the second

case by [17, Proposition 8].

An immediate consequence of this corollary is that C(K) ® A is Arens regular

for any G*-algebra A. This follows from Theorem 9.1 of [24], as well as from the

fact that the dual of A does not contain a copy of cq (see Corollary 1 of [24, p. 221]

in connection with Theorem 9.1 of [24]).

COROLLARY 4.18. Let (Bn) be a sequence of Banach algebras with the property

that, for each n, B'n has both the DP and RN properties. Let B = (®nßn)o-

Then, if A is an Arens regular Banach algebra which has the Dieudonné property,

the algebra A ® ß is Arens regular.

PROOF. First remark that since ß does not contain an isomorphic copy of I1

and B', being a Schur space, is weakly sequentially complete, the algebra ß is Arens

regular (see [31]). Now, by Proposition 8 of [17], any linear operator u: A —► B'

is weakly compact, so compact. Hence K(A,B') = L(A,B'), and A ® ß is Arens

regular.

We remark that the space C(K) for any compact K, the disk algebra A(D), and

the space C(K) ® X = C(K, X) for any reflexive space X all have the Dieudonné

property. (See [31] for other examples and references.)

Now, we consider the algebra Co ® A in particular. In the case of the injective

tensor product Co ® A, from the equality

(co ® A)" = H(4i),
n

where An — A for each integer n, one deduces immediately that the algebra co & A

is Arens regular iff A is. As the next example shows, the corresponding result is

not true for the projective tensor product Co ® A. All we know about the Arens

regularity of Co ® A is that if A' does not contain a copy of Co or A has the

Dieudonné property and is Arens regular then c0 ® A is Arens regular.

EXAMPLE 4.19. Let A = I1 © Cl be the unitization of I1. The algebra A is
Arens regular. Now, let m : cq x A —► C be the bilinear form given by

oo

m(x, y + X) = ]P x(n)y(n),
n=l

where x = (x(n))n and y = (y(n)))n. Since (y + X)(y + X) = yy + Xy + Xy + XX for

y + X and y + X in A, we have

oo

m(xï, (y + X)(y + X)) = ^ x(n)x(n)(y(n)y(n) + Xy(n) + Xy(n)).

77=1
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Next, we choose four sequences (xí), (xj) in (co)i and (y¿ + At), (yj + Xj) in Ai as

I¿ = (1,1,...,1,0...0

x}; = (0... 0,1,0... 0..

and we take, for all i and j,

y3 = ^j»   Aj = "'

Then we have

m(xiXj, (yi + Xi)(yj + Xj))

It follows that the limits

\imlimm(xiXj, (yi + A,)^ + Xj))
«     3

exist and are different. Hence, m is not biregular and the algebra cq ® A is not

Arens regular.

Here we remark that, Co being an ideal in its bidual /°°, the multiplication op-

erator ar: co —* Co is weakly compact [10, p. 318], so compact (Lemma 4.16 above).

The preceding example shows that, in Theorem 4.5, the hypothesis

(b"T* o [/** o a„T is compact for each a" in A" and each 6" in ß") cannot be

replaced by (¡,r * o U o ar is compact for each a in A and each 6 in ß).

4.e. Arens regularity ofC(K) ® C(S), A(D) ® A(D) and H°°(D) ® H°°(D).
Let K and S be two arbitrary compact sets. The main result of this subsection is

in the next theorem, which asserts that the algebra C(K) ® C(S) is Arens regular.

In all the examples given above we have applied Theorem 3.4 through Theorem

4.5. In the present case we have neither the compactness of the multiplication of

one of the algebras nor the equality K(A, B') — L(A, B'). Here our starting point

is Theorem 3.4 itself.

THEOREM 4.20. Let K and S be two arbitrary compact sets. Then the algebra

C(K) ® C(S) is Arens regular.

PROOF. Let m: C(K) x C(S) -»Cbea bilinear form. We want to show that

m is biregular. According to the Grothendieck Theorem [15, p. 46, Corollary 4 or

24, p. 54, Theorem 5.5], there exist two probability measures A and p on K and S,

respectively, such that, for x in C(K) and y in C(S), we have the inequality

\m(x, y)\ < C\\m\\ (^ |z|2 dx)      (J \y\2 dp

where G is an absolute constant, i.e. the Grothendieck constant. This inequality

implies immediately that m has a continuous bilinear extension

m:Ll{K)xLliS)->C.

..)    (1 occurs i times),

)      (1 occupies the jth place)

and        yi = 0,    A, = 1.

oo

= ^2xi(n)xj{n)yj{n)
77=1

n=l v J

and     limlimm(z¿, Xj, (yi + Xi)(yj + Xj))

)
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Let (ej)j€/ (resp. (fj)jej) be an orthonormal Hubert basis for the space L\(K)

(resp. L^K)). For x in L\(K) and y in L^S), we have the representations

x = y^(x,ei)ei     with (x,e¿) = /   z(í)e¿(í)dA(í)
£ 7 ■/«■i€J

and

y = 53 (^ ̂ ')^'   with ̂ ' A) = / y(s)fAs) dp(s).
3<EJ Ja

Now, applying the bilinear form m to the pair (x,y), we get

(1) m(x,y) = J2m(ei, fj)(x,ei)(y, fj).
*,3

By the Fubini theorem, we have

(x, ei)(y,fj)= x®y-ei® fj dX® dp,
Jkxs

where x ® y(t, s) = x(t)y(s) and dX ® dp is the product measure. Since x ® y is in

the space L2^ (K x S) and the family (et ® fj)ij is an orthonormal Hubert basis

of LIq^K x S), we have

(2)
<J I''**5

z ® y ■ ei ® /,- cíA ® dp < oo.

On the other hand, the set span{x®?/: x G L2X(K) and y G L^S)} being dense in

L\9)i(K x S), from the relations (1) and (2), we deduce that

(3) ^á\fh(el,fj)\2 <oo.
i.3

Now define a new bilinear form

n: Ll9lt(K xS)xC(KxS)^C

by

n(4>, rp) = y^ ™(ei> fj) /       <P(t, s)tl3(t, s)e,- ® fj dX ® d/¿.
»j

We shall first show that the bilinear form n is well defined and continuous. Indeed,

since the function tf> ■ ip is in L\^ß (K x S) and (e¿ ® /*)<¿ is an orthonormal Hubert

basis of the space L\^ß(K x S),

y^   /        4> ■ tp ■ ei <E) fj dX ® dp
T1\JKxS

< oo.

Consequently, by (3), n is well defined and we have

|n(<A, VOI2 < 53 |m(ci, /j)|2 • 53   /       4>-Tp-ei®fjdX®dp
77 77 Uxxs
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But, as
2

<t> ■ ip • c-i ® fj dX ® dp

and

Ç/«s
110-^

110 ■ tflla = /"      WI2dA®dM<IHI»W
J/fxS

we obtain the inequality

/ \ 1/2

»J

which proves the continuity of n. Now, let x, x be in C(K) and t/,¿í be in C(S).

Then,

m(xx,yy) = ^m(ei, fj)(xx,ei)(yy, fj)

i,j

— V] ™(e¿, /, ) /       x ® y ■ x ® y ■ ei ® fj dX ® dp
Jkxs

= n(x®y,x<g>y).

Thus m(xx,yy) = rc(x ® 2/,x ® y). Since the space L\^ (K x S) is reflexive, the

bilinear form n is Arens regular. Now, the equality m(xx, yy) = n(x ®y,x®y)

implies that m is biregular. We conclude that the space C(K) ® C(S) is Arens

regular.

We proceed with some corollaries.

COROLLARY 4.21.   The algebra l°° ® l°° is Arens regular.

In the next corollary, A and p are two arbitrary measures and on the spaces

L°°(X) and L°°(p) the multiplication is pointwise multiplication.

COROLLARY 4.22.   The algebra L°°(X) ® L°°(p) is Arens regular.

Now, let D be the closed unit disk of the complex plane and it be its boundary.

By A(D) we denote the disk algebra on D. The algebra A(D) ® A(D) naturally

embeds into C(tt) ® G(7r) but the natural embedding is not isometric [19]. However,

as J. Bourgain has shown [4, Theorem 1] any bilinear form m: A(D) x A(D) —7 C

has a continuous bilinear extension ra: G(7r) x G(7t) —► C. So, from Theorem 4.20

and Proposition 3.8 we deduce the next corollary.

COROLLARY 4.23.   The algebra A(D) ® A(D) is Arens regular.

Next, let H°°(D) be the Hardy class on D and p the normalized Haar measure

of 7T. Another result due to J. Bourgain [5, Corollary 3.10] says that any bilinear

form ra: H°°(D) x H°°(D) —» C has a continuous bilinear extension ra: L^iir) x

-^2°(7r) ~* C. As above, we deduce the following corollary.
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COROLLARY 4.24.   The algebra H°°(D) ® H°°(D) is Arens regular.

We recall that a Banach space X is said to satisfy "Grothendieck's Theorem"

(G.T. for short) if any linear operator from X into I2 is absolutely summing [24,

Chapter 6]. The results of J. Bourgain which we have used above mean that the

dual spaces of A(D) and H°°(D) satisfy G.T. (For other spaces satisfying G.T., see

[24, Chapter 6].) The next proposition is a particular case of [24, Proposition 6.3].

PROPOSITION 4.25. Let K,S be two arbitrary compact sets and A a closed

subalgebra ofC(K). Assume that the dual of A satisfies G.T. Then, any bilinar

formm: AxC(S) —» C has a continuous bilinear extension ra: C(K) xC(S) —► C,

so that A ® C(S) is Arens regular.

As an immediate consequence of this proposition we have the following corollary.

COROLLARY 4.26. For any compact set S, the algebras A(D) ® C(S) and

H°°(D) ® C(S) are Arens regular.

For the next corollary we shall need the "cotype" notion. (For this notion and

related results, see Chapter 3 of [24].) The only results we shall need here are that

any L1-space, as well as the dual space of A(D), are of cotype 2 (see [24, p. 34 and

4, Corollary 1], respectively).

COROLLARY 4.27.   The algebra A(D) ® H°°(D) is Arens regular.

PROOF. Let ra: A(D) x H°°(D) -> C be a bilinear form and U: H°°(D) -+

A(D)' the linear operator corresponding to it. Since A(D)' is of cotype 2, U has a

continuous linear extension U: L°°(ir) —► A(D)' [5, Corollary 3.9]. This means that

ra has a continuous bilinear extension ra: A(D) x L°°(D) —► C. Since the space
L°°(7r) is a C(5)-space for some compact set S, Proposition 4.25 above implies that

ra has a continuous bilinear extension ra: G(7r) x L°°(tt) —► C. The biregularity of

m then implies that of ra so that A(D) ® H°°(D) is Arens regular.

We end this note with some questions we would like to have settled but were

unable to. These questions are very closely connected with each other.

1. Let A, ß be two Arens regular Banach algebras. Example 3.2 shows that

there may exist nonregular biregular bilinear forms on Ax B. We do not know if

there exist regular nonbiregular forms on Ax B.

2. Although the analogue of the Grothendieck theorem used in the proof of

Theorem 4.20 holds for noncommutative G*-algebras as well [24, Theorem 9.1.],

the proof of Theorem 4.20 does not seem to carry over the noncommutative case,

and we do not know if the projective tensor product of two G*-algebras is Arens

regular.

3. Let A and ß be two unital Arens regular algebras. Corollary 3.6 shows that if

A ® ß is Arens regular then any bilinear form ra : A x ß —» C is weakly compact.

We do not know if the converse holds.

4. Let A and ß be two Arens regular algebras. Theorem 4.5 shows that any

compact bilinear form m : A x B —► C is biregular. We do not know if any integral

bilinear form ra : A x ß —► C is biregular.
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